
GMCC AGM 2021
24th November 2021 - Proposal for 1st Team Captaincy

PROPOSAL:

1. We (Woody Loines & Martin Alcock) propose that Joey Greenslade be elected 1st

Team Captain with Chris Greenslade as ‘Manager/Administrative Vice-Captain' (Or

whatever title is decided)

2. We (pp. Chris Greenslade sec. Joey Greenslade) propose that Woody Loines be

elected A Team Captain

SEPARATION OF DUTIES:

Joey will occupy the position of First Team Captain and will be responsible for all match

day and training duties. Design and delivery of training sessions will be part of Joey’s role

in coalition with the senior coaching team, whilst Chris will assist.

Chris will occupy the role of Manager/Administrative Vice-Captain and will be responsible

for all things behind the scenes including sitting on the relevant committees, focusing on

delivering non-performance objectives and assisting with on-field duties when needed.

Chris’ main role will be to support the captains and ensure we are working towards team

objectives.

OVERVIEW:

Having both grown up playing for GMCC, Joey and I wish to extend our passion for the

club by helping to drive the senior section for the coming years. By improving

performance standards across the board for match and training days, driving recruitment,

working to boost social engagement and putting appropriate structure in to develop

junior players we will be able to create an enjoyable culture that allows our teams to be

successful now and in the future.

GOALS:

1. Improve performance culture for matches and training



2. Put in place clear structure for development and promotion of talented juniors

3. Re-develop objectives of all four teams

4. Develop consistent matchday culture across all teams

5. Increase social engagement and recruitment

HOW:

1. Improve performance culture for matches and training

Our perspective of a performance culture is derived from building an environment that

will give our teams the best opportunity to win. On a game day there are many variables

and therefore it is not always possible to win, however we want to put in place a structure

that allows our teams to reduce those variables and give ourselves the best opportunity

to perform well when Saturday game day comes about.

To do this we plan on placing a big emphasis on improving training on both Tuesdays

and Wednesdays, and ensuring training is structured so we can work on specifics rather

than just netting for an hour and hoping to get some form. It is important that consistency

across both sessions is seen in order for all members to get the best opportunity to

develop so, although we will keep the ‘first team squad’ sessions, we will also look to

build structured sessions into the Tuesday slots. Dom Evans who joined the club last year

is a qualified level 2 coach and will work closely with Joey and myself to organise, plan

and lead this. We hope that this will also increase commitment to training during the

week as we intend to use commitment as a pillar for our selection policy, particularly

within the first and second teams.

On game days we plan on developing a structured warm up for all teams to follow so that

players are switched on and ready to go for when the first ball is bowled. This will be

consistent throughout all teams so that when players move between the teams we want

to eliminate the difference in environment and culture.

2. Put in place clear structure for development and promotion of talent juniors

As a club we should be immensely proud of our junior section and for many years we

have produced some fantastic junior players. Naturally with juniors availability is often

difficult for many reasons and when they get to 18 who knows what their thoughts

towards cricket might be however we want to get the most out of them whilst we can.

Having both been juniors who were fortunate enough to be promoted for the ranks at a



young age this is something we would like to facilitate with the current and future set of

juniors at the club; but we also want to do this in a way that benefits the players

themselves. Is it really of benefit to put a 15 year old who has been batting 3 for the B’s

into the A’s and batting them at 7? By working with the captains and junior coaching

coordinator, we hope we can create a plan for our promising juniors to move quickly

through our teams meritoriously and into welcoming environments that are recognisable

and also afford them the opportunity to fail without risk of negative consequences (being

‘dropped’.

As well as this, we believe it is important to highlight the promising juniors early and

invite them to our Wednesday night sessions in some form of ‘Emerging Player’s

Programme’; a recreation of the old Melton ‘Academy’ with a slight twist. The EPP will be

made up of players between 13 and 19 who are eligible for senior cricket selection.

Selection for the programme will be made at the discretion of the senior captains and

junior coaching coordinator. The goal is to involve our talented juniors in higher level

training as early as possible and familiarise them with the first and second team squad

so, if called upon, it won’t be such an ominous environment when turning up on a

saturday.

3. Re-develop objectives of all four teams

In a perfect world we would like all four of our teams to win every game, every week but

that is not always going to happen for many different reasons. By working with the

captains and in-line with the development of a consistent performance culture for both

training and match days, we want to re-visit and allocate a set of objectives for each

team. This will aid us in selection and also allow us an appropriate ladder for promotion

for the club. To give an example, we know that for the first team to be at it’s best we will

need more than 11 players throughout the season to perform. Therefore, the mandate

and objectives of the second team could be something along the lines of mimic the first

team environment, select players who are looking to play for the first team, and finish

within the top half of the table.

4. Develop a consistent matchday culture across all teams

As mentioned briefly above, allocating matchday job roles, implementing a structured

warm up and re-introducing fines are all ways in which we can drive a consistent culture

across all four teams allowing movement between teams to be smooth for the players.



Not only this but we hope it will drive social engagement and produce a friendly and

enjoyable environment for all members, both players and spectators.

5. Increase social engagement and recruitment

By improving the culture and standards at training and games we hope to produce an

even friendlier and more enjoyable environment for all. If we are able to we feel

commitment to social gatherings will improve and, by proxy, commitment to organise club

events throughout the year will improve and in-turn strike interest from cricketers outside

of Melton. If other players and clubs can see the enjoyable performance culture, that we

like to win and have fun doing it, and even if we lose we stay and have a drink in the bar

and do fines and discussing club events then we hope that could help to attract players

to the club.

Alongside that, Joey and I would like to drive recruitment into the first and second team

squads for the upcoming season focusing on key areas we feel that would give us the

best opportunity for success. Recruitment is key to continually improving and is

something we feel we can bring to the role if elected.

SUCCESS MATRIX

It’s all well and good us saying all of these things but in order to judge ourselves we must

work towards a matrix of specific objectives so any determination of success is easily

visible. We have outlined a few areas that we would like to work towards and would

welcome any objectives from the membership:

1. Junior promotion and retention rates through the teams

2. Consistency of numbers at training sessions

3. Performance and results of all teams

4. New members recruited and retained

5. Number of social events organised throughout the year

6. Have we met team objectives for year

CONCLUSION



It is key for us to make sure we are working in the best interest of the membership at all

times so we hope you like what we are pledging to offer and will offer your support going

forward. We also invite any and all input so that we can create the best environment for

the club to move forward. Thanks for reading and we wish everyone the best for the

upcoming season.


